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Nontraditional tools address
specific challenges in
the product-development
process.
By Jim Brown
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PLM Value
without PLM
Complexity

Numerous
options are
available when
traditional
product
lifecycle
management
isn’t the
answer.

roduct lifecycle management
helps manufacturers bring
For small and mid-size companies, PDM
innovative, cost-effective,
could be the right-sized solution that can
high-quality products to market in
later grow into PLM.
record time by improving productrelated data management, processes,
By Richard Allen
and collaboration. PLM makes this
possible even in today’s environment of
hree-dimensional modeling has transincreased product complexity, reduced
formed the design world from one that
iStockphoto.com/DrAfter123
headcounts, and globally dispersed
was flat to one that allows us to view an
product-development teams.
object as it would appear in front of our eyes. The move to 3D
The PLM market comprises a number of large, established
CAD offers numerous benefits to design and manufacturing
PLM suite providers as well as a host of providers that offer
organizations, but it also presents large amounts of data to
solutions for specific vertical industries, specialized business
manage. The question today isn’t whether you need technol-
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It turns out you can
simulate success.

Dell Precision Workstations power the 3D
engineering applications you need to design,
visualize and simulate industrial machinery parts,
and accurately test them before you begin building.
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™

Now you can:

• Complete designs and simulations fast with
the speed of Intel Xeon processor or Intel Core
processors, Windows 7 Professional and up to
256 GB of RAM
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• Maximize software functionality with the reliability
of ISV certifications and optional 24/7 local,
over-the-phone Dell ProSupport
™
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• Create innovative designs with high-performance,
professional-grade ATI FirePro or NVIDIA Quadro
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Design at the speed of your creativity with
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Find your ideal workstation configuration
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Put Together a Winning PLM Strategy
Careful planning, not a rush to implementation, is the best way
to ensure that your product lifecycle management system
delivers solid business value.

I

perspective

Ca

Questions That Build Strategy
Once you’ve identified the business objectives
of your new PLM implementation, how do you
develop a PLM strategy that delivers on those
goals? Let’s take a look at the important
elements of that effort and the questions you
need to address.
• Build a business case. How will achieving
your PLM-enabled business goals affect the
bottom line, in real monetary terms? What
will the implementation cost? Place a value
on the target benefits and estimate the cost
of the implementation including investments
in software, hardware, consulting help, and
internal resource costs.
• Establish program leadership and governance. Who will lead the initiative? Which
departments will be represented on the
steering committee? Determine how you will
gauge achievement of business goals and
establish metrics for on-time and on-budget
implementation.
• Define high-level requirements. What
functional capabilities are required to meet
your business objectives? What technical
infrastructure is needed to support your solution? What organizational changes must be
made? Determine what needs to be put in
place to support the changes you target.
Vol. 2, No. 1 • 2012
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• Examine implementation options. Which
processes will you implement, and in what
order? Will you implement across all organizations at once or start with a subset? Break
your PLM journey into manageable steps to
reduce the pain and risk associated with a
“big bang” implementation.
• Develop a high-level timeline. How quickly
do changes need to be put in place to support the business case? How quickly can
you mobilize and enable an implementation?
Put together a realistic, macro-level timeline
for your PLM initiative.
• Map out an integration strategy. Which
existing software needs to integrate with PLM
to deliver on your objectives? ERP? CAD?
Decide how and when information will be
synchronized and connected across your
software solutions.
• Build a resource plan. What internal
resources must you free up to ensure implementation success? Are you willing to commit some of your most capable employees
to the project — even if you “can’t afford” to
move them from their existing jobs? Which
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n the previous issue of Advantage for the Product Lifecycle, I discussed the importance of
starting any PLM (product lifecycle management) initiative with your end goals in mind —
goals such as improving product innovation,
product development, and engineering performance to increase profits. Too many companies
fail to properly develop these business objectives
before
they
executive
begin
a PLM
deployby Jim Brown
ment,
focusing
instead on installing the software and “going
live” — a risky mindset.

perspective continued on page 8

Determine how you will
gauge achievement of
business goals and establish
metrics for on-time and
on-budget implementation.
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Introducing the Cadalyst Access Program
From time to time, Cadalyst magazine is available
FREE to qualified readers like yourself. Yes, that’s right
— a $12 value, at absolutely no charge to you!
The hard-copy print editions are full of the original, exclusive content
you expect from Cadalyst magazine, including software and hardware
reviews, Robert Green’s “CAD Manager” column, Lynn Allen’s “Circles &
Lines” AutoCAD tutorial, and much more.
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www.cadalyst.com
Get Productive with CAD
and Get the Job Done.
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Going Green Can Boost Profits and Reduce Risk
Manufacturers find that using PLM to manage sustainable design
can lead to increased innovation, product quality, and profitability.
By Amy Rowell

S
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Good for Business
Environmental sustainability in product design
and manufacturing is important to your business
for a number of reasons. Research shows that by
engaging in more sustainable product design and
manufacturing, organizations gain not only anticipated environmental benefits, but key business
benefits as well. In particular, the recent study,
“Sustainable Product Design and Manufacturing: What’s Happening Now and What’s Ahead?”
Vol. 2, No. 1 • 2012
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reveals that embracing sustainability at the product level not only yields environmental
and energy-related gains, but drives greater
product innovation, product quality, and even revenue growth (table 1, page 6).
Moreover, you don’t have to be expressly
involved in the development of eco-friendly products to reap these benefits. The sustainable product design and manufacturing process is where
you’ll find many of the opportunities to improve
business and environmental performance — and
where you can realize significant savings and benefits. For example, eco-efficiency efforts can result
in lower production costs and greater operational
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ustainability has received a great deal of
attention in the past several years, but the
concept isn’t always well understood. The
definition that is most commonly used is from
The Brundtland Commission’s 1987 report, Our
Common Future, which states, “Sustainable development seeks to meet the needs and aspirations
of the present without compromising the ability to
meet those of the future.” But, what does that actually mean? And, in particular, what does it mean for
manufacturers?
The short answer is that sustainability in design
and manufacturing promotes “doing more with
less” and embracing a broader view of product
development — that is, looking at the full lifecycle
of the product and the impact that a product may
have not only on your business, but on the environment and society. With this in mind, sustainability
introduces several new dimensions to the business
decision-making process for manufacturers. Once
associated primarily with corporate social responsibility, it has evolved to reflect a growing emphasis
on addressing an organization’s performance
across what is known as the triple bottom line:
people, planet, profit.
For the purposes of this discussion, our primary
focus will be environmental (planet) sustainability,
with emphasis on its business benefits (profit)
and how product lifecycle management technologies can help with both. In this context, a strategy
of environmental sustainability that leverages
PLM to support product design and manufacturing is as much about the efficient use of energy,
resources, and materials as it is about the use of
safer, cleaner, and more eco-friendly materials,
processes, and energy sources.

	How PLM Supports Sustainable Product Development
By employing PLM technology to support environmental sustainability
across the product lifecycle, manufacturers stand to gain key competitive
advantages, including
• a data-driven approach to sustainability, to more easily explore the
impact of design decisions on cost, compliance, performance, and
sustainability;
• a systems-level view of sustainability initiatives, to perform more
sustainability what ifs? and make more informed decisions;
• a platform for sustainable innovation, driven by lifecycle thinking and
supported by up-front lifecycle assessments and collaborative PLM-based
design and analysis;
• broader support for sustainability, enabled by a collaborative
PLM environment that provides greater visibility for all sustainability
stakeholders; and
• triple-bottom-line growth potential (people, planet, profit), by
leveraging PLM and lifecycle thinking to drive revenue, improve quality,
save energy, reduce costs, conserve resources, and more.
advantage for the product lifecycle | 5
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performance,
cost, and
sustainability.
Moderate improvement
Significant improvement
This is where
Revenue
a
PLM
system,
30.6%
38.9% 69.5%
growth
with its roots
Time to
in the product
28.6%
25.7% 54.3%
market
design and
development
Product
41.7%
47.2% 88.9%
innovation
environment,
excels in its
Product
30.6%
47.2%
77.8%
ability to supquality
port sustainable
Product
design. Paired
45.9%
27.0% 72.9%
safety
with early-stage
Product
lifecycle assess38.9%
22.2% 61.1%
cost
ment (LCA) tools
or capabilities,
Environmental
38.9%
50.0% 88.9%
footprint
eco-driven PLM
can help comEnergy
32.4%
52.9%
85.3%
panies perform
use
environmental
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
impact analysis
and engage
in
lifecycle
thinking
early
in
the
design
process.
Table 1. Manufacturers
efficiencies, such as less waste in design, manuthat embrace sustainEco-driven PLM can also help designers identify,
facturing, and packaging, as well as in reduced
ability in product develspecify, and source more sustainable materials
shipping and transportation costs that result from
opment cite significant
in their products and can provide the information
lower
product
weight
and
fuel
costs.
improvements in revenue
growth, product innovabackbone needed to more proactively manage
Taking a more sustainable approach to product
tion, and product quality,
increasingly stringent and complex environmental
development also reduces risk. For example, using
as well as environmental
compliance requirements.
more
sustainable
materials
reduces
the
threat
and energy benefits.
In addition, PLM can serve as a vehicle for
of
product
recalls
posed
by
hidden
toxins
in
the
(Copyright 2012, Four Winds
Research. Based on survey
facilitating communication and collaboration
supply chain. It also lowers levels of uncertainty
responses from more than 125
among a broad array of stakeholders, which
— for example, more sustainable sourcing makes
organizations worldwide.)
can prove especially valuable when gathering
companies less vulnerable to supply-chain dissupport for sustainability initiatives across an
ruptions caused by resource scarcity or materials
organization.
shortages. Furthermore, the process of rethinking
Overall, these eco-driven PLM systems can
a product’s design so it is more durable or more
help manufacturers perform sustainability-related
easily recycled, for example, or so that it contains
what-if? scenarios and examine other key product
fewer parts, less packaging, or more recycled
attributes that affect product and business sustaincontent, also can drive innovation and quality
ability. In this regard, engineering analysis and
improvement.
simulation tools integrated with PLM systems
can also help manufacturers evaluate the perforPLM Supports Sustainability
mance of more sustainable materials and design
The bottom line is that sustainability isn’t just good
alternatives, many of which promise to bring about
for the environment, it’s also good for business.
a new generation of more energy-efficient, highly
The question then becomes, how can organizacomplex products — products which increasingly
tions most effectively incorporate sustainability in
rely on the safety, performance, and reliability
their business processes?
of new composite materials, battery technology,
With respect to sustainable product developand advanced electronics and electromechanical
ment, the application of sustainability principles
systems.
during the product design stage is critical, since
it is during this early stage of the product lifecycle
that decisions can have the greatest impact on
go green continued on page 8
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Which of the following have been impacted as a result of your
organization’s sustainable product development efforts?
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news+resources
Autodesk to Take the Plunge into PLM
with cloud-based 360 nexus
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In December, at its Autodesk University 2011 user conference in
Las Vegas, Nevada, Autodesk officially reversed its stance that it
wouldn’t offer a PLM solution because it didn’t see the need in the
market and announced its plans to launch 360 Nexus, described
as a highly configurable, affordable, cloud-based PLM solution.
Before a gathering of CAD industry media and analysts,
Stephen Bodnar, vice-president of PLM and data management,
said, “Autodesk is now officially entering PLM,” but promised that it
was an approach that is completely different from what we know as
PLM today.
“What’s different, and why now?” Bodnar asked. “It’s pretty
clear that our customers recognize that there’s value in PLM,” he
explained, but the barrier to PLM adoption has been that the technology and predominant business models in the market haven’t
really allowed customers to get that value. They’ve been waiting for
the right solution to come along, he said.
360 Nexus, Autodesk claims, is the answer. Written from the
ground up as a cloud-based platform, it is designed for companies of all sizes to use in conjunction with the on-site Autodesk
Vault product data management (PDM) solution and cloud-based
Autodesk Buzzsaw for collaboration with outside partners and
suppliers — collectively called Autodesk 360 Nexus for PLM. 360
Nexus builds on CAD and extends beyond PDM but stops short of
encompassing CAM/CAE.
Autodesk designed 360 Nexus to address the primary nonstarters it identified through a survey of 300 customers and
noncustomers:
• nonsoftware-related costs (including infrastructure),
• software and maintenance costs,
• time to ROI,
• process change, and
• systems integration challenges.
360 Nexus is expected to be generally available by subscription in early 2012, according to Autodesk. The cost is yet to be
determined, but Bodnar explained that it typically costs $6 million
to implement a traditional PLM system across a 200-person environment and “a cloud-based solution would be about one-tenth of
that cost.” Customers who haven’t been able to even begin thinking
about PLM will now find it within reach, Bodnar added. “This is true,
attainable value for PLM.”
Users can be up and running “in days if not minutes, rather than
months if not years, if ever,” can configure the system to support
business processes and standards already in place, and can use it
in conjunction with virtually any existing CAD and PLM solutions.
Users also will be able to access 360 Nexus on any platform,
using any browser and any hardware device, Autodesk reported.
The “instant-on” service — that is, it comes with preinstalled applications that can go to work as soon as a subscription is activated
— can be modified or configured from scratch based on unique
processes.
360 Nexus will include functionality to manage new product
development; projects, programs, and processes; quality and compliance; supplier/partner collaboration; product maintenance and
service; and other PLM challenges.

Brian Roepke, director of PLM for Autodesk, said it’s very easy to
build a process or structure inside 360 Nexus to suit what you need
to do. Using point, click, and drag-and-drop steps, users can build
their own platforms for various tasks. “[You can] build out literally
any process you can think of, establishing steps in your productdevelopment process.”
The 360 Nexus announcement wrapped up with some pokes at
competition in the PLM market. Buzz Kross, senior vice-president
of the Manufacturing Industry Group, said providers of traditional
PLM solutions “don’t want a price point at our level,” and CEO
Carl Bass added that “a real, deep understanding of what
customers need is often lacking” in PLM and CAD developers,
and he called attention to the reputation of traditional PLM for
involving a long implementation process. “Ours is designed to
be quick and easy,” he said.
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Integware, Siemens PLM SOFTWARE Partner
to Support Medical-Device Development
Integware has signed a partnership agreement with Siemens PLM
Software to deliver the Integware platform-neutral approach for
developing medical devices to users of Siemens PLM Software’s
Teamcenter platform. The companies will work together to configure scalable, integrated PLM solutions that meet the unique needs
of individual customers in the life sciences industry.

Tata, Supermicro join to Provide
HPC Solutions for manufacturing

Tata Technologies, a provider of engineering services, outsourcing,
and product-development IT, has partnered with Supermicro,
a provider of high-performance server technology, to provide
scalable IT solutions to support complex product engineering,
including PLM, modeling, and simulation.
“Our collaboration with Tata Technologies provides the
manufacturing industry with end-to-end CAE solutions,” said Tau
Leng, general manager of high-performance computing (HPC) at
Supermicro. “We anticipate Supermicro’s application-optimized
HPC solutions, combined with Tata Technologies’ applications and
service expertise, will enable innovative technological and competitive advantages for our customers.”

New Tool Connects Aras PLM
with Cadence OrCAD for PCB Design
Aras, a provider of open-source PLM software, has launched the
OrCAD Connector for Aras to provide secure, bidirectional integration with Cadence OrCAD for PCB design. The OrCAD Connector
aims to save time, eliminate manual data entry, and improve the
accuracy of BOMs (bills of materials) and other product-related
information managed by the Aras PLM platform.
Using the OrCAD Connector for Aras, electronics designers can
manage layout configurations more effectively, and all PCB children
are linked with matching part numbers, reference designators, and
instances. Designers create and update BOM and schematic data
directly from within the OrCAD environment, and DSN and PDF
files are saved as part of the overall product configuration in Aras
and can be included in Aras change processes.

advantage for the product lifecycle | 7
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perspective continued from page 3
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Possible PLM Tools
Interestingly, less than three years ago, only a
handful of service providers were engaged in supporting sustainable product design, and to a large
extent the space was dominated by companies

Today, a growing number of
companies offer tools to assist
engineers and designers in
their efforts to support more
sustainable product design and
manufacturing.
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resources and expertise do you need
to acquire from your software vendor,
consultants, and systems integrators?
Identify the critical resources you will
dedicate to your effort to change the way
your business operates.
Plan your software selection. How will
you choose a vendor partner and software
solution? Understand the selection process
and any constraints on your choice and
procurement.
Prevent communication breakdowns.
Who do you need to educate about the
importance and priority of PLM? Effective
communication is key to a successful implementation. Develop a strategy to communicate early and often about the purpose and
progress of the initiative.
Develop a high-level training and adoption plan. How will you educate your people
about business goals and business process
changes? Will you employ instructor-led
training for the new software, computerbased training, or both? How much time and
money do you need to allocate to bring your
staff up to speed? This part of the implementation process is critical to success, so don’t
let it become an afterthought.
Create a risk-mitigation plan. What potential problems might you face during implementation? How will you respond to keep
things on track? Create plans to minimize
the likelihood that issues will arise, and
create contingency plans for high-probability
or high-impact issues.

go green continued from page 6

that offered full-function LCA consulting and tools,
such as PE International and PRe Consultants.
Today, a growing number of companies offer tools
to assist engineers and designers in their efforts
to support more sustainable product design and
manufacturing, including Autodesk, Dassault
Systèmes, PTC, Siemens PLM Software, SolidWorks, Sustainable Minds, and Trayak, among
others. Offerings range from standalone tools
designed to perform “up-front” LCA, eco-materials
selection, and eco-impact analysis that can be
integrated with a PLM solution to PLM and engineering software solutions that incorporate such
capabilities.

Moving Forward
These may seem like a lot of questions to answer
before you get started, but you must address them
— and the sooner, the better. Many companies
jump into implementation too eagerly, only to backtrack later because they made ill-informed decisions. On the other hand, if you ensure that these
aspects of the PLM strategy are in place before
you dive in, you’ll significantly improve the likelihood of obtaining the business value you desire.

Sustainability Success
In summary, PLM technologies are well known
for their role in optimizing product performance.
Extending PLM to achieve sustainable product
design and manufacturing is the logical next step.
Indeed, with all the valuable product design, engineering, and manufacturing data currently being
managed by PLM systems, it is difficult to imagine
PLM not playing a central role in addressing these
new and increasingly important challenges. PLMenabled sustainability software presents a tremendous opportunity for any manufacturer seeking to
improve its bottom line.

Contributing editor Jim Brown is founder and president
of Tech-Clarity, an independent research and consulting
firm that specializes in analyzing the business value of
software technology and services. Contact him via his
web site, www.tech-clarity.com.

Amy Rowell is founder and principal
analyst at Four Winds Research, a market
research and analysis firm focused on topics related to sustainability. Reach her via
her web site at www.fourwindsresearch.
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plm value continued from page 1

processes, or market segments such as smaller
manufacturers. The
majority of these solutions take a traditional
approach to PLM. This
approach includes PDM
(product data management) capabilities as a
foundation, with additional
capabilities to support
business processes, analysis, and collaboration on an enterprise scale.
But are there alternatives to traditional systems that can
help companies solve PDM and PLM problems?

pdm vs. plm continued from page 1

ogy to handle this data efficiently and productively, but rather
which class of tools — product data management (PDM) or
product lifecycle management (PLM) — is the best choice for
your organization. So, what is it going to be?

plm value continued on page 10

pdm vs. plm continued on page 12
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A Look at the Alternatives
As it turns out, we found several applications that offer many
of the benefits of PLM in an unconventional way.
Vuuch. The
developers at
Vuuch believe that
PDM controls product data and
companies work
protects intellectual property.
in structured processes and tools
PDM helps companies organize
only about 35% to
and find product data.
40% of the time; the
PDM facilitates sharing of
rest of the time, work
product data outside the
is more ad hoc and
organization.
freeform. “The piece
of the puzzle that
Source: Jim Brown, Tech-Clarity
formal PLM hasn’t
solved — and what wastes people’s time — is the discussion
that leads to making a decision,” says Vuuch CEO Chris
Williams. “Processing the changes is trivial.”
Vuuch, therefore, focuses on managing, organizing, and
structuring the informal discussions and connecting them
to formal deliverables. The software does this by replacing
e-mail and other disorganized collaboration techniques with
functionality called a “social layer” that organizes activity and
discussions surrounding a document or deliverable such as a
CAD file or spreadsheet.
Vuuch can also enable applications including ERP (enterprise resource planning) with a social context around enterprise information.
Inforbix. Newcomer Inforbix recognizes that manufacturers
struggle to find and use their product data, but doesn’t
believe that this complex problem needs a complex solution.
“People need to have the right data to do their jobs,” explains
Inforbix CEO Oleg Shilovitsky. “We help them access their
data regardless of how and where it is stored.”

Define the Solutions
When it comes to deciding which option is right for your organization, it’s important to begin by defining each solution.
While PDM focuses on managing design data as it relates to
product development processes, PLM centers on reengineering product development and manufacturing processes as
they relate to product lifecycles. PDM is a design-focused
technology that increases efficiencies within existing productdevelopment processes by improving the management of
product design data. PLM, on the other hand, is a strategic, process-centered approach that leverages PDM and
other technologies to manage product lifecycles, remake
processes, and increase output. As a result, PLM improves
productivity across the connected enterprise rather than for a
single department or
specific process.
Much of the
PLM helps communicate product confusion surrounddata on an enterprise scale.
ing PDM and PLM
stems from a basic
PLM allows companies to comisconception.
ordinate and manage processes.
Although many manPLM provides a platform
ufacturers believe
to collaborate on products
they have to choose
internally and externally.
between the two,
all mainstream PLM
systems use some
form of PDM as the underlying data foundation on which they
operate. Determining the ideal system requires a thorough
assessment of the goals, structure, and needs of your product
development and manufacturing organizations. (See “Successful PLM Starts with the End in Mind,” Advantage for the
Product Lifecyle, Vol. 1, No. 1, page 3.) All these factors will
impact the total cost, planning requirements, implementation
time, IT infrastructure needs, and maintenance required to
support a PDM or PLM installation. PDM has become a critical technology for all manufacturers using 3D CAD to prevent
data corruption, file overwriting, lost file associations, and
costly data errors. The decision about whether you should
take the additional step to a PLM system depends on the specific characteristics of your manufacturing organization.
If you’re a mainstream manufacturer, you will be able to
benefit from a PDM system quickly — many of the effects
can be felt almost immediately. Implementing a PDM system
is a more manageable, affordable step for small to mid-size
manufacturers, and it provides the option to grow into PLM in
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The company is currently beta testing its
Alcove9 intranet search engine, which is designed
for engineering and manufacturing companies. The
system provides indexing and access to data via
Alcove9 Hub, visualization of data (including CAD
files) using the CADViz viewer, and data integration
in various applications via AppConnect.
Kenesto. Management at Kenesto explains that
many employees outside engineering don’t use
PLM, but rather tools such as e-mail for approval
and change processes. “Today, people will extract
a drawing and e-mail it around, and everyone
loses track of it,” says Alex Neihaus, vice-president
of marketing. “We manage that process and any
attachments in the cloud so everyone has access
to it.” Kenesto, now in beta testing, offers a solution
that allows companies to automate business workflows and add attachments and data so everyone
is working from the same information.

plm value continued from page 9
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Inforbix solutions — search-based applications
that simplify access to product data — help manufacturers find, “slice and dice,” and visualize product data. The Inforbix xSearch application assists
users with indexing and connecting product data
from multiple sources so it can be readily retrieved.
The xTable application provides tools to aggregate
data from xSearch and present this data to support
decision-making.
Nuage. According to startup Nuage, the
important part of PLM is sharing information in the
product-development process, and social media
approaches are superior to traditional methods.
“We help companies start with the type of collaboration they already do on a regular basis and
then introduce things like configuration management or change control,” says Ron Close, Nuage
cofounder and CMO. Nuage is launching a social
business collaboration platform to allow companies to first establish a collaborative environment
to share information, then gradually work up to
more sophisticated PLM use. The company’s first
offering, Nuage Café, is a social-networking solution intended to help companies upload and collaborate on product-related documents in a more
conversational way.
Alcove9. This new solution aims to help companies unify access to all product data. “When
people need to make a decision at a program
or project level, they need to tap into multiple
systems,” explains Sam Abu-Hamdan, CEO of
Alcove9. “We help them find and use data without
going through the chaos of migrating everything
and locking it down in a PLM system.”
10 | advantage for the product lifecycle

Alternative to or Augmentation
to Traditional PLM?
All these alternative solutions are designed to
help companies solve PLM and PDM problems
in nontraditional ways. But are they viable alternatives? For companies that don’t have an existing
PLM or PDM solution or that lack the time, money,
and resources to implement one, these solutions
may be enough. They might be a good option for
smaller firms or supply chain–oriented companies
(such as food or apparel vendors) that don’t have
to manage large CAD files. They may also be a
good fit for early innovation or more agile processes where formal controls and processes can
be limiting.
Another option is to augment existing PLM or
PDM solutions by adding these lighter-weight tools.
These alternative solutions can extend the value of
those established systems by providing new ways
to interact. They may also help extend information
and processes to larger communities of users.
These alternative solutions are getting attention
from small companies just getting into PLM as well
as large, established PLM users. Perhaps some of
them can benefit your company, as well.
Contributing editor Jim Brown is founder
and president of Tech-Clarity, an independent research and consulting firm that
specializes in analyzing the business
value of software technology and services.
Contact him via his web site, www.tech-clarity.com.
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The prototypes
are virtual,
but the results are
incredibly real.

Dell Precision Workstations power the 3D
engineering applications you need to design,
visualize and simulate consumer products without
having to build expensive physical prototypes.
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Now you can:

• Complete designs and simulations fast with
the speed of Intel Xeon processors, Genuine
Windows 7 Professional and up to 192 GB*
of RAM
®

®

®

• Maximize software functionality with the
reliability of ISV certifications and optional
24/7 over-the-phone Dell ProSupport
™

• Create innovative designs with professionalgrade ATI FirePro or NVIDIA Quadro graphics
TM

®

Find your ideal workstation configuration
at dell.com/smb/workstations.

ISV Certified
Design with Precision and
know that your system is
tested and certified by many
of the top design application
providers, such as AutoDesk,
so that you get optimized
performance and reliability.

Image provided by Autodesk . Rendering of a video game controller showing finite element analysis results. Created in Autodesk Moldflow.
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*GB means 1 billion bytes and TB equals 1 trillion bytes; actual capacity varies with preloaded material and operating environment and will be less.
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Although many
manufacturers believe
they have to choose
between the two, all
mainstream PLM systems
use some form of PDM
as the underlying data
foundation on which they
operate.
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the future. In addition to providing secure management and control of product design data, PDM
systems can manage workflows, streamline operations, drive innovation, increase overall effectiveness, integrate existing systems, and accelerate
time-to-market. A PDM solution can also facilitate
design reuse. It not only enables manufacturers to
classify, organize, and group design information
for fast search and retrieval, but also establishes
an automated process for channeling design data
throughout the productdevelopment process.
One company that made
the initial move to PDM was
ECCO, a manufacturer of
emergency warning products.
As it began expanding into
new markets, ECCO found
it needed a way to generate greater efficiencies and
increased productivity when
it came to managing data.
By implementing a PDM system, the company realized a
25–30% reduction in design
review and approval time, cut
configuration time from four
hours to 30 minutes, automated its paperless review
and approval process, and
integrated PDM with critical
business systems.
For larger companies with
numerous departments, multiple locations, and
replicable product data, using a PLM system often
provides the most benefit. With a PLM system,
geographically dispersed corporations are able to
optimize processes across markets and countries
through the reuse of design data, product components, tooling, logistics, and scheduling. Because
larger companies have bigger budgets, they are
able to afford a PLM system and the resources to
implement it, and the size of the enterprise justifies the expense. To meet the needs of a larger
organization, a PLM solution can integrate ERP
(enterprise resource planning), SCM (supply

chain management), CRM (customer relationship
management), ALM (application lifecycle management), and other beneficial tools.

Step into PDM? Jump into PLM?
For many mainstream companies, a full-blown PLM
solution is simply beyond reach, in terms of both
the resources required for its implementation and
the size of the enterprise it can benefit. It is important to assess whether your company is effectively
leveraging product design data to automate development processes and if potential exists to improve
future efficiency. If you find that your company is
not efficiently managing product design data, PDM
might be a more practical step before fully committing to a PLM application. PLM will have broader
application as technology advances, making the
process simpler, faster, and more affordable. By
implementing a PDM system first, you can realize
the efficiencies of effective data management while
laying the groundwork for PLM deployment.
A PDM system represents the foundation of a
product’s digital backbone; a PLM system puts it
into effect throughout the enterprise. Which one will
you choose?
Richard Allen is manager of
PDM Product Management at
Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks
Corporation.

